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FIRST CYCLE SYLLABUS REVIEW
A PARTICIPATORY AND INNOVATIVE APPROACH
The syllabuses that were drawn up by the Inspectorate General of Education in the Ministry of Secondary Education since 2012 are
in accordance with the major guidelines for education in general and secondary education in particular as they are enshrined
both in the 1998 law to lay down guidelines for education in Cameroon and in the 2009 Growth and Employment Strategy
Paper(DSCE) .
These orientations could be summarised, amongst others, to train within the framework of an emerging Cameroon in the year 2035,
citizens that will have a good mastery of the two official languages (English and French), deeply rooted in their cultures but open to a
world in search for sustainable development and dominated by Information and Communication Technologies.
Conceived in the various Inspectorates of Pedagogy, and later introduced for trialling in secondary and high schools during the
2012/2013 school year, these syllabuses were developed with the contributions of classroom teachers and teacher trade unionists.
The new syllabuses had to undergo many changes:
- a shift from a skill based approach to a competence based approach through real life situations;
- a shift from a school cut off from society to one that prepares citizens for a smooth insertion into socio-cultural and
economic activities ;
- a shift from an evaluation of knowledge to that of competences necessary to sustainable development.
When these new changes and orientations were taken into account, they naturally led to a shift of paradigm within the curriculum
reform process. The option we have adopted is the competence based approach through real life situations.
The syllabuses of the first cycle of Secondary General Education are broken down into 5 areas of learning, each of them containing a
given number of disciplines as shown in the table below.
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Areas of learning
1- Languages and Literature

2- Science and Technology

3- Social Sciences/Humanities

4- Personal Development
5- Arts and National Cultures
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Disciplines
-

French
English
Living Languages II
Ancient Languages
Literature(in English and in French)
Mathematics
The Sciences( Physics, Chemistry,
Technology, Life and Earth Sciences)
Computer Science
History
Geography
Citizenship Education
Sports and Physical Education
Manual Labour
National Languages
National Cultures
Arts
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END - OF - FIRST CYCLE LEARNER’S EXIT PROFILE
The first cycle of Secondary General Education admits young graduates from primary schools aged between ten and
fourteen. Its general objectives are not only to build intellectual, civic and moral skills in these children but also
competences and fundamental knowledge which will either enable them to foster their education in the second cycle, or to
prepare them for a smooth insertion into the job market after professional training.
Thus, within the framework of these new syllabuses, the learner is expected , after the first cycle of secondary education,
to be able to use his/her competences to solve problems through family of situations relating to domains of life as
indicated in the table below:
N°

Domains/Areas of life

1

Family and social life

2

Economic life

3

Environment , health and well being

4

Citizenship

Families of situations to be treated in the 1st cycle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Media and Communications
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•
•

Participation in family life
Healthy professional relationships
Social integration
Discovery of income generating activities
Discovery of the job market, social roles, jobs and professions
Self confidence, aspirations, talents, self potential
Practising healthy eating habits
Preservation of the Environment
Quest for a healthy life style
Choosing and practising a healthy life style
Mastery of rules and regulations governing the Cameroonian
society
Discovery of cultural values and customs of the Cameroonian
society
Discovery of the media world
Discovery of Information and Communication Technologies
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In order to achieve these objectives, the learner should be able to mobilise , within the various disciplines and constructive
areas of learning of the syllabuses, all the pertinent resources in terms of knowledge, know how and attitudes.
The next table gives you a general overview of the afore-mentioned objectives, while the syllabus for each subject unfolds,
in details, all the expected competences per level and at the end of the 1st cycle.
Areas of Learning

Disciplines

1-Languages and
Literature

Living languages:
English,
French ,
German,
Italian,
Spanish,
Chinese,
Etc.

Expected outcomes at the end of the 1st cycles

French and English , L1
Receptive skills: reading and listening
Read in an autonomous way, different types of texts related to
areas of life as defined in the syllabus;
Listen and understand various texts related to the above
mentioned areas of life
Productive skills: speaking and writing
Produce various types of texts , of average length related to these
areas of life;
Language tools: appropriate use of various language tools in order
to produce and read types of texts related to that level;
English to Francophone learners Communicate accurately and fluently using all four basic skills in
language learning;
French to Anglophone learners
Be able to transfer knowledge learnt in class to real life situations
out of the classroom;
Be able to cope and survive in problem solving situations;
Living languages II
Receptive skills: reading and listening
Read and understand simple texts on social life, citizenship, the
environment, well being and health, media etc..
Listen and get oral information in order to simply interact during
communication situations related the various domains of life.
Productive skills: speaking and writing
Sing, recite, dramatise , orally answer questions related to the
various domains of life as defined in the syllabus;
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Write short passages on various familiar topics.

Ancient languages: Latin,
Greek
National languages

2-Science and Technology

Literature
Cameroon Literature; French
Literature;
Francophone Literature;
Other literatures
Mathematics,
The Sciences
Computer Science

Develop general knowledge through ancient languages and
cultures; know the origins of the French language for linguistic
mastery;
Carry out elementary tasks in translation.

Use mathematic knowledge skills and values with confidence to
solve real life problems within the different domains of life;
Communicate concisely and unambiguously and develop power of
mathematical reasoning (logical thinking, accuracy and spatial
awareness).
The Sciences:
Acquire the fundamentals of sciences in order to understand the
functioning of the human body, the living world, the earth and the
environment;
Acquire methods and knowledge to understand and master the
functioning of technical objects made by man to satisfy his needs;
Demonstrate attitudes to protect his/her health and environment.
Computer Science :
Master the basics of Information and Communication
Technologies;
Exploit and use ICTs to learn.

3- Social Sciences
9

History
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Possess cultural references to better locate events in time and
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/Humanities
Geography
Citizenship Education

4- Personal Development Moral Education;
Home Economics;
Sports and Physical
Education
Health Education

5- Arts and National
Cultures

Arts/Artistic Education;
National Cultures
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space within a democratic system and become a responsible
citizen.
History:
Acquire a common culture ; be aware of heritage from the past and
current challenges;
Geography :
Develop one’s curiosity and knowledge of the world;
Get acquainted with landmarks to find your way and fit in the world.
Citizenship Education:
Possess essential knowledge in rights and duties in order to fulfil
his/her citizenship.
Develop his / her physical abilities/skills ;
Get ready for physical challenges , save and regain energy after
physical efforts;
Identify risk factors; possess basic knowledge and principles in
hygiene and health education;
Demonstrate a sense of self control and appreciate the effect of
physical activities.
Conceive and draw up sports and cultural animation projects;
Acquire methods and develop a high sense of efforts;
Conceive, draw up and implement projects that will enable one to
project his/her image and feel the well being inspired by selfconfidence.
Artistic Education:
Observe and appreciate works of art;
Carry out an artistic activity;
Gradually acquire the love for personal expression and creativity;
Possess a mastery of creativity in music, plastic arts and the
performing arts.
Dramatise, recite texts (poems, tales, proverbs, etc.) relating to
various areas of society;
Practise the different dramatic genres: sketches, comedy, tragedy,
drama, etc.
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National languages and Cultures
Demonstrate a mastery of Cameroon cultures;
Visit the various cultural areas of the country in order to discover
their characteristics;
Demonstrate a mastery of basic rules in writing Cameroonian
languages as well as basic grammatical notions applied to these
languages;
Demonstrate a mastery of one of the national languages at 3
levels: morpho-syntax, reception and production of simple oral and
written texts.

Even though the learners acquires skills in different disciplines, these competences are accompanied by other
skills known as cross curricular competences related to intellectual, methodological, social and personal areas
of learning.
6- Cross curricular
competences

Intellectual and Methodological
domains

Social and Personal Domains
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Solve Problem in a given situation;
Use knowledge skills and values with confidence in order to solve
real life problems within the different domains of life;
With confidence, find useful information to solve problems he/she
is faced with;
Give his/her opinion ;
Support his/her opinion with strong arguments ;
Assess him/herself with a view to remediation;
Demonstrate basic knowledge in note taking ;
Conceive and realise individual projects;
Analyse and summarise information, give feedback and report
orally or in writing.
Develop problem solving approaches;
Exploit and use ICTs in his/her activities.
Interact positively and assert his/her personality while respecting
that of other people;
Join team work, fit in a common initiative project /group;
Demonstrate interest in cultural activities ;
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Develop a sense of effort, love for work, perseverance in tasks or
activities carried out ;
Understand and accept others in intercultural activities;
Accept group assessment.

The resources to be mobilised by the learner are found in many disciplines and areas of learning. So it is important to
implement these syllabuses not in isolation but as interrelated subjects. These remarks hold both for subject and cross
curricular competences. They are so called to show that they should be developed through teaching/learning activities of
the different subjects. The development of subject and cross curricular competences concern the entire education family
as they are capable of inspiring an educative project and the putting in place of extra curricular activities. The ultimate
training goal of these syllabuses, at the end of the first cycle, is to enable the learner to be self reliant, to be able to keep
on learning through out his/her life, to contribute to sustainable development and become a responsible citizen.
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SUBJECT SYLLABUS: CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION SYLLABUS
SECONDARY GENERAL EDUCATION: FORM 1 & 2 CLASSES
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General Presentation of the Syllabus
Citizenship Education embodies a teaching program aimed at developing in the learner aptitudes and attitudes of a good citizen.
It aims at training the Cameroonian youth to be a responsible citizen involved in the activities of his/her community and country.
It equally seeks to promote a citizenship behaviour that is, attitudes embedded in universal citizenship values such as; Patriotism, Peace,
Tolerance, Protection of the environment, Respect of human Rights and Democracy.
Place of the Syllabus in the Curriculum

This syllabus is designedto train Cameroonian Citizens rooted in their culture. It emphasizes the respect of the common interest, ethnics
and democratic values, with the aim of promoting the child’s active participation in his/her community, nation and the world as an
informed, committed and constructive citizen.
Contribution of the Teaching Syllabus to the Broad Area-of-Learning (Social Sciences)

Citizenship Education contributes to the study of social events. It enhances affection for traditional values, reinforces patriotism and
leads to making responsible judgment on national and international events.
Identification of the Areas-of-Living and the Contribution of the Syllabus to the Broad Areas-of-Living

The Citizenship Education syllabus of the forms 1 and 2 Classes handles issues related to the following broad areas of living: Family and
social life, citizenship, and media and communication.
It promotes the learner’s active and harmonious integration into his/her family and society. It helps develop in the learners a sense of
critical thinking for a better management of information.
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Presentation of the Family (Bank) of Situations Covered by the Syllabus

N°
1

Families of situations
Social Life

2

Conflicts

3

The violation of rights

4

National integrity

5

Access to information

Areas-of-Learning
Family and social life
- Family and social life
- Citizenship
Citizenship
Media and communication

Summary Table for Citizenship Education Syllabus

Cycle

Classes

Title of Modules
- Family and school life

Status
Obligatory

Duration
15 Hours

Form1

- Facing conflicts
-Threats to human dignity
Promotion of national integration

Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory

05 Hour
05 Hours
07 Hours

Areas of National integration
The mass - media

Obligatory
Obligatory

12 Hours
06 ours

First cycle
Form 2
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PROGRAMME OF STUDY (SYLLABUS):
CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
From the familymilieu to national integration
Total Number of Hours : 72 Hours
♦
♦

Teaching-Learning: 50 Hours
Evaluation-Correction- Remediation: 22 Hours

Number of Hours per Week: 1 Hour
Coefficient : 2
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FORM ONE CLASS
MODULE 1
TITLE OF THE MODULE: The Family and school life.
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL (Teaching/Learning) Hours: 15
PRESENTATION OF THE MODULE: This module permits the learner to identify his \ herself with a family and as a student.
CONTRIBUTION OF MODULE TO THE AIMS AND GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM: Help the learner to accept him \ herself as a member of a family and
as a student.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SYLLABUS AND TO AREAS-OF-LIVING: This module contributes to a better integration of the learner into the family and
school life.

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION: Evaluation of knowledge acquired in previous class
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

None respect of
laws and
regulations

1-SOCIAL
LIFE

Celibacy

18

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Integratio
n into the
family

- sensitisation for
respect of laws and
regulations
- Establish a family
-Assist and
contribute to
family events,
-Participate in
household chores
-Insertion into
school milieu.

MINESEC/IGE/IP-SS

1 Hour

Resources
Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

Notions/
concepts

Skills
(Aptitudes)

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

- Give the
meaning of
something
- Describe a
civic behaviour

- Act
autonomously
(self-learning)
- Civic
behaviour
- Be
responsible

- Dictionaries
- Encyclopaedia

-Mutual
respect
- respect of
birth rights,
-Spirit of
sharing
-Togetherness
-Altruism
-Love of a
relative

-Stories
-Legends
- Patriarch
- Parents
- Audio-visual
-Photograph
-Civil code
(1981
ordinance)
- Extracts

Methods
&
Techniques

Duration
of
Lesson

-Role play

Introduction

1-Citizenship
Education:
What is it?
-definition
-goals
-methodology

1- Family

2-The Family
- Definition
- Types

The
family
and
school life

-Citizenship
-Citizenship
Education

Family
Child
Father
Mother

- Draw a family
tree
(genealogy)
of their family
- Declaim their
genealogy
(Speaking
strongly about
your family)

-Brainstorming
- Analysis of
Iconographic
documents and
Extracts
-Reading and
analysis of other
documents
- Enquiry
-Debates

1 Hour
Same as for
other lessons
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FORM ONE CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank) of
situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

Celibacy

Integration
into the
family

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

concepts
3-Marriage

None respect of
laws and regulations

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

-Definition
-Types and
stages of
marriage ;
- Marriage
Certificate
Civil(legal/court):
+ Procedure
+ Importance

- Establishing
a family,

- Marriage
- Matrimonial
Home
- Bride price
(Dowry)
- Civil
(Marriage
Certificate)
- Matrimonial
regime

- Describe the
stages of a
type of
marriage
(traditional,
civil, religious),
- Cite some
symbols of
traditional
marriage
- Read and
explain the
clauses of a
marriage
certificate

- Love,
- Tolerance
- Dialogue,
- Faithfulness,
- Commitment
- Trust
- Honesty
- Compassion
- Confidence
- Mutual respect

-Audio-visual
-Photographs
-Civil code (of the
family)
-African charter on
Human and
Peoples Rights.
- parents
- Clergy
- Witnesses
- Other
appropriate
documents

Methods
&
Techniques

1 Hour

1-SOCIAL LIFE

- Household chores

19
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-Participate in
household
chores
- Assist and
contribute to
family events,

1 Hour

Definition, elements, ceremony importance and shortcomings
- Love for work well

1-Marriage

4-Rights and
duties of family
members:
-The rights and
duties of the
child
- Establishment
and importance
of birth
certificates
-The rights and
duties of Parents
- The rights and
duties of
spouses

- Duties
- Rights
-Family Head

-Identify the
rights and
duties of
each
member of
the family.
- Ask for
their rights

done.
-Respect for birth
right
- Maternal, paternal
and brotherly love
-Patience.
-Hard work
- Sense of listening
- Solidarity
- Devotion
- Caring
- Honesty
-Spirit of
discernment
(judgment or
discrimination)
Dedication.
- Obedience and
availability.
-Serviceable.
-Uprightness.
- politeness
-Patience

- Conventions on
the Rights of the
Child, UDHR,
NCHRL
- African charter
on Human and
Peoples Rights.
- UNICEF,
- Maputo
protocol.
- Civil and Penal
Codes.
- Witnesses
- Testimonies
- Other
appropriate
documents

Lesson

Same as
for other
lessons

Guided Work 1 :Bride price (Bride wealth/Dowry) Ceremony
The
family
and
school life

Duration
of

Same as
for other
lessons

2Hours
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FORM ONE CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank) of
situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons
2-The
protection of
the family

- Family
disputes

Integration
into the
family

.
- Convene a
family Meeting
-consult the
patriarch or a
village head
The
family
and
school life

1-SOCIAL LIFE

-Road accident
- Use of the
telephone on
the road

20
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-Help during an
accident
- Stop to
telephone
when on the
road

3- From
home to
school: The
Road

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

Methods
&
Techniques

concepts
Further Study 1: Civil Status Documents: The 03 certificates, the consequences of falsifying
a civil status document
Same as
5.-Institutions
for
other
and measures
-Identify
-Texts on the
- Respect for
lessons
of protection of - Family
family
protection
of
the
ways and
the family
meetings
patrimony
family
customs
- Institutions
-A
will
Draw
up
a
(MINPROF,
-Solidarity
(Traditional
- Successor
family
- Sense of listening MINAS ; CNPS),
Palace ; Ministries
- Usurper
budget
of Social Affairs ;
- Tales and
- Humility
Justice ; Promotion - Heritage
legend
Honesty
of women and the
Family
- DUDH ;
Sense
of
family)
Budget
CNDHL ; - Measures to
justice
protect the family
African
Charter
- Sense of
(security of
on
Human
and
sharing
persons ;
Peoples
Rights
protection of
- Culture of
- traditions
patrimony ;
peace.
-Transparency in
- Other
the management of
appropriate
the family budget
documents
Further Studies 2: Family heritage (Patrimony):-definition, types and composition- measures
of protection.
6- The Road
-Definition
- Sections (parts) of
the road
- Users
7- The Highway
Code
-Definition
-importance
-consequences
-Non respect of the
High Way Code

-The Road
-Highway code
-Road accident
-Insurance
-Road Signs
- Road Safety

-Describe a
road
-Read and
explain an
insurance
policy
- Interpret
Traffic Signs
and Lights

- Being vigilance
- Being cautious
(careful), attentive
and observant.
- Open
spiritedness
-Abstinence
-Sobriety
-Solidarity
- Patience
-Empathy

- Highway code
- Journals
-Radio and TV
programs on
road prevention.
CRMM-CDI ;
-The Gendarmerie ;
-The police ;
- Insurance
Company (Insurer)

Duration
of

Lesson
1 Hour

1Hour

1 Hour

1 Hour

Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hr
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FORM ONE CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank) of
situations

1-SOCIAL LIFE

Examples of
Situations

-Road accident
- Use of the
telephone on the
road

21
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Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions
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- Assist during
an accident
- Stop to
telephone
when on the
road

Resources

Topic

The
family
and
school life

Skills
Values &
Other
Methods
(Aptitudes)
Attitudes
Resources
&
Notions/
Techniques
concepts
Further Study 3: Practical cases of responsible and irresponsible behaviour on the highway
(Discussion)

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

4- The
Learner in
the School

8- Organisation of
the School
-Structure (organs)
- functioning
(role of the
actors) ;
-Transparent
management of the
school budget

- School
support staff
- School
council
-Extracurricular
activities
- Budget
Transparency

-Sketch the
school
organigram
- Abide by the
school Internal
regulations
- Present their
problems to the
appropriate
school
administrators

-Respect for
others
-Collaboration
- Team spirit
-Leadership
-Love for work
well done
-Discipline.
-General
sense of
interest,
politeness,
integrity
- Respect of
school
property
-Moral
rectitude
- sense of
listening

-Official texts
School
especially
Decree
2001/041
- Internal

Duration
of

Lesson

1 Hour

Same as
for other
lessons

regulations.
-Witnesses
-School staff.
- Parents.
- MINESEC
authorities

1 Hour

Guided Work 2 : The School Environment: Inventory of the of the school property

1 Hour
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FORM ONE CLASS
MODULE 2
TITLE OF THE MODULE: Facing conflicts
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL (Teaching/Learning) Hours: 05
PRESENTATION OF MODULE: This module helps to develop in the learner the ability to prevent and solve conflicts in his/her living
environment.
CONTRIBUTIONOF MODULE TO THE AIM AND GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM: Leads the learner to assume his /her role as a citizen.
CONTRIBUTION OF THE SYLLABUS TO THE AREAS OF LIVING: Contributes to the promotion of peace and togetherness.
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

Family
conflicts
.

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Prevention
and
resolution
of conflicts.

Topic

-Reconcile
the
protagonists

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

5-Divorce
Facing
conflicts

2-CONFLICTS

Widowhood
Prevention
and
resolution
of conflicts.
Family
conflicts

22

Protect
widows and
orphans

Arbitrate
conflicts
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6Succession
Crises

9-Divorce :
-definition
-Causes and
Procedure
-Consequences
- Rights of
separated
spouses

10- The
procedure of
succession:
-Definition
-Stages
- Writing a will
and the
importance
11- Succession

Conflicts:
Manifestations ;
causes ;
consequences
and settlements

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/
concepts
-Divorce
-Divorce
procedure
-Repudiation
-Right to visit
-Feeding
allowance
-Alimony
(settlement fee)

-Family
Property
-Will

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

-Identify the causes
of divorce
-Describe the
stages in the
procedure of divorce
-Consequences of
divorce
-Dissuade parents
(lead parents to
reconcile
themselves)
- Dialogue.

-Sense of
responsibility of the
family and extended
family
-Spirit of Dialogue,
reconciliation,
forgiveness and
tolerance
-Spirit of initiative
-Spirit of objectivity,
justice and mutual
respect

-Civil and Penal
code.
- Family meetings
-Witnesses at
marriage
- Marital advisers
(counsellors)
-The Clergy
-Other appropriate
documents.

- Position oneself
in the succession
line
- Draw the family
genealogy tree
- Describe the
succession
procedure
- Solicit the
competent
jurisdiction
- Identify and list
items of family
property

-Respect the last
wishes of the
deceased
- Spirit of dialogue
- Sense of justice,
sharing,
forgiveness and
reconciliation
– Spirit of initiative

- Civil and Penal
code.
- Family meetings
-Witnesses at
marriage
- Marital advisers
(counsellors)
-The Clergy
-Other appropriate
documents
-Birth Certificates
- The 1981
ordinance

Methods
&
Techniques

Same as
for other
lessons

Duration
of
Lesson

1 Hour

1 Hour
Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hour
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FORM ONE CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

2-CONFLICTS

Examples of
Situations

Jealousy

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Prevention
and
resolution of
conflicts.

Organise
educative
talks

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

concepts

Facing
conflicts

7- Conflicts
at School

12- Conflicts
at School:
- Conflicts
between
friends
- Conflicts
between
learners and
instructors

- Internal
Regulations
-Conflicts

-Identify
the offence
and the
punishments

-Mutual Respect
- culture of peace
-Self confidence
-Sense of
dialogue, selfcontrol
- Openmindedness,
politeness,
respect of
hierarchy,
integrity,
franchise ;
honesty,
-Love for truth

- Internal
Regulations
and other
relevant
official
texts
- Support
staff

Methods
&
Techniques

Same as
for other
lessons

Guided Work 3 : Conflicts : Between brothers/neighbours (Enquiry, restitution,
arrangements)
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Duration
of

Lesson

1 Hour

1 Hour
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FORM ONE CLASS
MODULE 3
TITLE OF THE MODULE: Threats to human dignity
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL (Teaching/Learning) Hours: 05
PRESENTATION OF MODULE: This module deals with Human Rights education and respect for human dignity
CONTRIBUTION OF MODULE TO THE AIM AND GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM: Leads the learner to be open to universal values
CONTRIBUTION OF THE MODULE TO AREAS OF LIVING: This module contributes to the consolidation of the culture of respect of Human Rights
in the Cameroonian society.
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank) of
situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

8-Fudamental
Human
Rights

-Education on
rights
-Promotion
and protection
of Human
rights

- Child abuse
-Child labour
-Child trafficking

24

Topic

-Denounce all
forms of abuse
of rights.

-Domestic violence

3 - VIOLATION
OF RIGHTS

Resources
Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

MINESEC/IGE/IP-SS

Threats to
human life
and dignity

-Sensitise
against
all
forms of child
labour

9-Forms of
child
exploitation
and abuse

13- Rights of
the Human
being:
-Definition
-Individual rights,
(Highlight the
fundamental
Human Rights)
-Collective right,
- Specific Rights)

14- Forms of
child
exploitation and
abuse:
-Forms of
exploitation (child
labour)
-Other forms of
abuse on
children
(trafficking,
paedophilia,
Maltreatment)

Notions/
concepts
-Human
being
-Fundamental
rights

Skills
(Aptitudes)

Values &
Attitudes

- Recognise
fundamental rights
-Produce or write a
message of
sensitisation
- Describe a scene
of violence
-Draw a cartoon on
the violation of
human rights

-Respect of
law and rights
-Respect of
the human
being
-Love for
others

Other
Resources

-The
constitution
-UDHR
-Convention on
Children’s rights
-African Charter
on Human and
Peoples Rights.
- Other
appropriate
documents
Guided Work 4 : Instruments to protect human rights
-Identify and
-Vigilance
-Maltreatment denouncing all forms
- Spirit of
of violation
-Child labour
reserve
-Sensitise and selfand
-Awareness
defence in the face of
trafficking
all attempts of violation -Sense of
-Child abuse
responsibility
- Assist victims of
-Paedophilia
- Sense of
- Photographs
violations of rights
reserve
-Write a sensitisation
-Testimonies
message
- Courage
-Other
-Draw a bill (placard or - Sense of
documents
poster) against a form
judgement
of exploitation
-React
-Give advice to victims

Methods
&
Techniques

Duration
of
Lesson

Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hour

1 Hour

Same as
for other
lessons

2Hrs
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FORM ONE CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

3 - VIOLATION
OF RIGHTS

Vandalism

25

Sensitise on
the respect of
public property

MINESEC/IGE/IP-SS

Other
Resources

concepts
-Identify forms of

Education on
rights
-Promotion
and
protection of
Human rights

Values &
Attitudes

Threats to
human life
and
dignity

10-Juvenile
delinquency

15-Juvenile
delinquency
-Definition
-Manifestation
-Causes
-Consequences
and solutions

-Juvenile
delinquency

juvenile
delinquency from
a material
- Write a message
denouncing
delinquency
or letters of
engagement and
sensitisation
- Reject and
denounce all acts
of delinquency

-Vigilance and
the spirit of
reserve.
-Awareness
-Sense of
responsibility.
-Being
Conscientious
-Respect of the
Rule of Law
and public
property
-Responsibility
-Uprightness

- Photographs
-Testimonies
-Other
documents

Methods
&
Techniques

Duration
of
Lesson

Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hour
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FORM TWO CLASS
MODULE 1
TITLE OF THE MODULE: The promotion of National Integration
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL (Teaching/Learning) Hours: 07
PRESENTATION OF MODULE: This module contributes to the promotion of National Integration.
CONTRIBUTION OF THE MODULE TO THE AIM AND GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM: Leads the learner to assert him/herself as a Cameroonian
citizen and to promote national integration.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SYLLABUS AND BROAD AREAS OF LIVING: Enhances national consciousness and living in harmony

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION: Evaluation of knowledge acquired in previous class
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

1-National
Integration

Examples of
Situations

-Inter-tribal
(exogamous)
marriages

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

- Promotion
of national
integration

-Get married to
a partner out of
your tribe

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

Values &
Attitudes

MINESEC/IGE/IP-SS

Other
Resources

concepts

Promotion
national
integration

National
integration

1Manifestations
of National
integration :
-Definition of
National unity,
national
integration
-manifestations
Advantages of
national
integration

-Tribe
-Nation
-National
unity
-national
integration

-Locate on a
map some
major ethnic
groups in
Cameroon.
- Practise
bilingualism
-Practise
other national
languages
other than
yours
-Identify the
cultural traits
of other tribes.

-Accept
others and
their
differences
-Patriotism
-Openmindedness
-Culture of
peace
-Love for
others
- Mutual
respect

Guided Work 1: Discovering the tribes in Cameroon
-Present the cultural characteristics
26

1 Hour

-Dictionaries
-Encyclopaedia
-Photographs/
Maps
-Museums
-Testimonies
- Excursions
- Other
documents

Methods
&
Techniques

-Role play
-Brainstorming
- Analysis of
Iconographic
documents and
Extracts
-Reading and
analysis of
other
documents
- Enquiry
-Debates

Duration
of
Lesson

1 Hour

1 Hour
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FORM TWO CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

- Promotion
of national
integration
-Nepotism

1-National
Integration
Visit a minority
group

27

Protect the
cultural
identity of
minority
groups

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

MINESEC/IGE/IP-SS

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

concepts

2 Hindrances
/obstacles to
national
integration:
-Economic
-Socio-cultural

-Foster
meritocracy

-Denounce/
abstain from
all forms of
discrimination
-Take into
account the
rights of
minorities and
indigenous
people.
-Keep away
from current
religious
trends.
- Integrate
oneself

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

Promotion
national
integration

-Tribalism
-Nepotism
-Proselytism
-Favouritism
-Corruption

-Identify and
describe
behaviours
contrary to
national
integration
-Sensitise
against
inappropriate
behaviour
- Write messages
against corruption
and nepotism

National
integration
3 - Protection
of minorities
- definition
- problems of
minorities
-measures of
protection

-Minority
- Regional
balance

-Identify minorities
and their
problems

Guided Work 2: Pygmies or the Bororos
-Location
- Life Style
-problems
-solutions

- National
consciousness
-Sense of general
interest
-Accept others and
their differences
-Patriotism
- Open mindedness
-Culture of peace
-Love for others.
- sense of
objectivity
-Promotion of
general interest
-Spirit of justice
-Solidarity
- Open mindedness
-Mutual Respect
-Tolerance
-Accept others and
their differences
-Patriotism
-Sense of listening
-Sense of dialogue
-Culture of peace
-Love for others

- Dictionaries
-Encyclopaedia
-Photographs/
Maps
-Museums
-Testimonies
- Excursions
- Other
documents

-The
Constitution
- Political
authorities
-NGO
-MINAS

Methods
&
Techniques

Duration
of
Lesson

Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hour

Same as
for other
lessons

2
Hours

Investigation
-Debates
-Discussions

1 Hour
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FORM TWO CLASS
MODULE 2
TITLE OF THE MODULE: Areas of National Integration
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL (Teaching/Learning) Hours: 12Hrs
PRESENTATION OF MODULE: Identifying the manifestations and obstacles to national integration in the different constituencies
CONTRIBUTION OF SYLLABUS TO THE AIM AND GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM: Enables the learner to assert his Cameroonian citizenship and promote
national integration in the constituencies.
CONTRIBUTION TO SYLLABUS AND AREAS OF LIVING: This module seeks to build national consciousness and living in harmony
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

Topic

Land Conflicts

Stimulate a
general
discussion

Resources
Skills
(Aptitudes)
Notions/

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

concepts

1-National
Integration
Promotion
of national
integration

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

Areas of
National
Integration

2-The
Village

4- The Village
-Definition of
village
- Organisation
-Manifestations
of national
integration
-Obstacles/
Hindrances

-Village
- indigenes
- NonIndigenes
(settlers)

-Situate a
village
- Identify the
borders of a
village
-Speak the
language of the
village of
resident

- Team spirit
-Respect of
customs
- Team work
-Tolerance
- Accept and
respect of others
- Empathy
-Love for good
work
-Respect of public
property and
heritage

-Patriarch
- Matriarch
- Head of a
village (Fon,
Chief)
- Notable

Methods
&
Techniques

Duration
of
Lesson

Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hour

Guided Work 3: Discussion with a patriarch/village head or an enquiry by learners
-History of the village
-Describe the organisation and manifestations the integration
Guided Work 4 : The village heritage
- Make an inventory of the material and cultural heritage
- Present some elements of cultural heritage

28
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1 Hour

1H 30
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FORM TWO CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples of
of Actions
Actions

1-National
Integration

Resources

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons
5-The council
- Definition
-Organisation
and functioning
(insist on
budget
transparency)
-Manifestations
of the National
integration
-Obstacles/
Hindrances to
National
Integration

-Pay local
(communal)
taxes
- Pay rates
(market taxes)

- Community fair
- Periodic market

Promotion
of national
integration

Areas of
National
Integration

Decentralised

territorial
Authority

Notions/
concepts

-Decentralisation
- Municipal
Council
-Budgetary
transparency

29

-Participate in
march pass
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Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

-Locate their
council on a
map
-Identify some
elements or
manifestations
of national
integration in a
council.
- Denounce the
obstacles to
national
integration

-Group spirit
-Respect for
law and order
-Team work
-Tolerance
-Acceptance
and respect for
others
-Empathy
-Love for
neighbours
-Love for work
well done
-Respect for
public property
and heritage.

-Government
Delegate
-The mayor
-Municipal
councillors
-Other
appropriate
documents

Methods
&
Techniques

Duration
of
Lesson

Same as
for other
lessons

2 Hours

.

Guided Work 5 : Enquiry on the manifestations of and obstacles to integration in their local
council
Guided Work 6: Council (communal) Heritage
- Identify
- Propose measures of protection
6-The Region
- Definition

20th May
Celebrations

Skills
(Aptitudes)

-Organisation
- Manifestations
and functioning
(insist on budget
transparency)
-Manifestations of
the National
integration
-Obstacles/
Hindrances to
National
Integration

- Regional
Council
-Budgetary
transparency

Locate their
region on a map
-Identify some
elements or
manifestations of
national
integration in a
council.
- Denounce the
obstacles to
national
integration
-Describe the
functioning of the
regional council

Same as
Above
(Lesson 5)

- Government
Delegate
-The mayor
-Municipal
Councillors
- Official Texts
organising the
region
-Other
appropriate
documents

Same as
for other
lessons

1 Hour
1H30

2 Hours
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FORM TWO CLASS
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Examples of
Situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples
of Actions
of Actions

Resources

Topic

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

1-National
Integration

Notions/
concepts

7-Administrative
Visit an
administrative
authority

30

Promotion
of national
integration

units

Receive an
administrati
ve authority

MINESEC/IGE/IP-SS

Areas of
National
Integration

4.Administrative
units

-Definition and
types
-Organisation and
functioning of an
administrative unit
-Manifestations of
National
integration
-Obstacles/
HindrancestoNati
onal integration

-Administrative
units
-Devolution
-Decentralisation
- Budgetary
Transparency

Skills
(Aptitudes)

Values &
Attitudes

-Locate on a
map the SubDivisions/
Divisions and
their head
quarters
-Trace the
organigram of
an
administrative
unit
-Identify the
elements of
national
integration

-Respect of
law and
order
-Team spirit
-Team work
-Tolerance
-Acceptance
and respect
for others
-Empathy
-Love for
neighbours
-Love for
work well
done
-Respect for
public
property
and heritage

Other
Resources

-Administrative
authorities
-State Agents
-Administrative
Map of
Cameroon
-Other
appropriate
documents

Methods
&
Techniques

Same as
for other
lessons

Duration
of
Lesson

2 Hours
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FORM TWO CLASS
MODULE 3
TITLE OF THE MODULE: Mass Media
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL (Teaching/Learning) Hours: 06
PRESENTATION OF MODULE: This module initiates the learner to good management of information.
CONTRIBUTION OF THE SYLLABUS TO THE AIM AND GOALS OF THE CURRICULUM: It enables the learner to develop a spirit of discernment in
the use of information.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SYLLABUS AND AREAS OF LIVING: This module contributes to a responsible use of information by the learner.
Contextual Framework
Family(Bank)
of situations

Competent Acting
(Functioning)
Category
Examples
of Actions
of Actions

Examples of
Situations

- Disinformation

-The search for
good /right
information

2- Access to
Information

Violation of
privacy

31

Make a
complaint
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- Exploit
many
sources of
information
-Proper use
of
Information
and
Communica
tion
Technology
( ICT)

Resources

Topic

The Mass Media

Essential Knowledge
Sub-topics
Lessons

5- The Notion
of
Information

Notions/
concepts
Information
-Mass-media
- Information and
Communication
Technology ( ICT)

Skills
(Aptitudes)

Values &
Attitudes

Other
Resources

Methods
&
Techniques

8-Sources of
-Read a
- Like read
- Mass-media
Same as
Information :
Newspapers
-Curiosity
-Library
for other
- Definition of
- Verify the
-Open
-Multimedia
lessons
the notion of
source of
mindedness
Centre
information
information
- Critical
-Bookshop
-Sources
-Search for
spirit.
-Resource
(traditional and
information
Person
modern)
- Select a
-Other
- Types of
piece of
appropriate
media
information
documents
Further Study 1 : The economic, political and socio-cultural Importance of the mass media
Guided Work 7: Initiation into traditional techniques of information
- Discussion with a Resource Person (For example, Invite a drummer )
9- Dangers of
mass-media
- Types
-Manifestations
-Consequences

-Addiction
-Cyber criminality
-Disinformation
-Deviance
-Advertisement

-Identify
reliable
sources of
information
-Identify the
dangers of the
mass media
-Select
information

- Spirit of
discernment
- Moral
rectitude
-A critical
spirit
- Sense of
caution

- Teacher
-Parents
-Multi-media
resources
-Religious and
administrative
authorities
- Associations
-NGOs etc.

Duration
of Lesson

1 Hour

2 Hours
1 Hour

2
Same as
for other
lessons

H
o
u
r
s
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TERMINOLOGY (GLOSSARY)
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Curriculum: All the courses of study offered by an educational institution ora group of related courses, often in a special field of study. It includes a
statement that regroups the aims, the activities and the steps of training and teaching, the didactic material, the modality and means of the assessment as
well as the human resources and the time frame.
Curricula Aim: stated principles that orient a curriculum
Curricula Goals: General objectives of the curriculum.
Module: A unit of instruction (main topic) based on the resources that enable the development of particular competences. In the syllabus, it corresponds
to a theme.
Chapter: A group of related topics.
Lesson: All teaching-learning activities covering a portion of the syllabus carried out during a clearly defined period. It can also be considered as a well
determined period during which a portion of the syllabus is covered through the teaching-learning activities.
Notion/concept: This is a word or expression that enables the understanding of the lesson. This is a word or expression that underlies a lesson or which
covers a major aspect of the lesson. Each notion or concept has sub-conceptions linked to it. Notions are therefore the references for the preparation of a
lesson.
Area of Living: An aspect of life of a community (society) to which is attributed a social role. For example, family health and wellbeing, the working world,
citizenship etc.
Social Role: This is a function that an individual accomplishes in a community. For example, a citizen of Cameroon and the world, manufacturer of goods
and services.
Contextual Framework: Family (group) of situations and examples of situations which the syllabus intends to train the learner in.
Life Situations: The totality of circumstances that confront a person. For example, pollution.
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Family (Group or Bank) of situations: All life situations sharing at least a common characteristic (property). For example, the environment and
management of natural resources and waste.
Competent Functioning (Acting): All actions deployed by an individual in order to improve on a situation.
Action: This is what makes an individual competent in handling a life situation successfully. It is an action made be a person to demonstrate competency.
For example: sort waste, recycle waste.
Category of Actions: Theseare all actions having at least a common characteristic. For example, developing friendly ecological behaviour (ecocentric). In
the approach of starting (entry) with situations, competence refers to competent functioning, that is, the category of actions and the actions.
Resources: Means used by an individual to solve a situation. There are internal resources (essential knowledge, skills and attitudes/values) and external
resources (personnel and instructional materials).
Essential knowledge: Knowledge from disciplines.
Skills/Aptitudes: Abilities/competences to be developed from a discipline for handling situations.
Attitudes/Values: Behaviour expected from a learner in the face of situations.
Method: Manner of doing something or reacting/ technique used by a teacher (instruction) to conduct appropriately teaching-learning activities.
Further Study (Extension): A group of documents on a topic which enables the completion and enriching of a lesson, chapter or module. It is virtually an
analysis of all relevant documents that add more knowledge to the topic.
Practical Work: An exercise that permits the learner to plough back in a concrete and active manner the theoretical knowledge from the lesson.
Guided (Directed) Work: All exercises prepared, followed up and supervised by the teachers which are intended to reinforce skills, methods and
knowledge of the discipline in the learner
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Evaluation (Assessment):The act of considering or examining learners in order to judge the value, quality, importance, extent of understanding , or
conditions of instructions (teaching).The act of measuring the knowledge of a learner or the quality of an instruction, guided by set criteria.
Diagnostic Evaluation: Anassessment of knowledge which permits the measuring of the actual level of knowledge of the learners in relation to their class
in a bid to make remedy if judged inadequate.
Formative Evaluation: An assessment of the level of acquisition of resources (knowledge, skills and attitudes) and the ability to make use of them.
Summative Evaluation: An assessment which enables the teacher to verify through a questionnaire or series of exercises the difference between targeted
(expected) and obtained results. This is always indicated by a score or mark.
Certificate Evaluation: This is an assessment that enables an appreciation of the level of instruction acquired by a learner at the end of a cycle of study. It is
accompanied by a Diploma (Certificate).
Competence: This is the capacity to react with efficiency in any given situation or the capacity to mobilise relevant resources to resolve problems in a given
situation.
Syllabus (Programme of Study): A subject or discipline (History, Citizenship Education, Philosophy, Geography, Economics, etc.) organised in modules.
Area (Field) Learning: This is the syllabuses of all subject areas with some linkages. For example, language field (English, French…), Humanities and Social
sciences field (History, Citizenship Education, Philosophy, Geography, Economics, etc.).
Teaching-Learning Situation: These are all the activities conceived by a teacher that enable a learner to mobilise (acquire) the resources necessary for the
development of competencies.
Observation Sub-cycle: This is the segment of Secondary Education comprising of the classes of Levels (Forms) 1 and 2.
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INTERPRETATION AND UTILISATION
OF THE SYLLABUS GRID
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The syllabus grid is a summary table of the rubric (headings) following the sequence suggested by the Competency Based Approach (CBA), with entry
by situations.

1. How to interpret the syllabus grid
Step 1: Reading horizontally: It goes from the Contextual Framework, through Competent Acting to Resources.
Step 2: Reading vertically: It introduces the teachers to the content of each rubric (heading).
The families of situations and the categories of have been prescribed and must not undergo any modification.
+ On the contrary, the situations and the actions indicated in the grid are only examples. The contextualisation of teaching compels the teacher to give
preference to situations and actions in his immediate environment.
Each module corresponds to a topic and every topic is divided into chapters and then into lessons. However, there are some chapters that form but a
single lesson. In some cases, lessons are proposed for the choice of the teachers. Examples are found in the History Syllabus for Form 2.
Notions are major concepts about the lesson and parts of the lesson.
Further Study (Extensions), practical work and Guided (Directed) Work accompany some lessons and are obligatory.
+ Each lesson, Further Study (Extensions), practical work and Guided (Directed) Work has a determined timeframe (duration).
+ Further Study (Extensions), practical work and Guided (Directed) Work are complete didactic sequences (lessons) on their own. As such, they must follow
the same procedure of lesson preparation (Notes of Lesson).
The rubric "others resources" refers to the external resources (instructional materials and human resources).

2. How to utilise the syllabus grid
The teacher first consults the contextual framework and Competent Functioning. From these he/she identifies the family (group) of situations, and
category of action. Subsequently he/she identifies the situations relevant to his/her immediate environment. Conversely, he/she looks for situations that
conform to their immediate environment, or he/she sticks to the situations and actions listed in the grid. He/she then prepares his/her lesson but making
sure that the teaching-learning activities should always be in line with the families of situations and the categories of actions.
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METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
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Just as teaching by objectives, the competency based approach of learning leans on the use of active methods or teaching
techniques which place the learner (Student) at the centre of Instruction. The teaching/Learning techniques we are going to discuss
are:
- Discussion/debate
- Brainstorming
- Role play/Simulation
- Group work
- Lecture and analysis of documents
- Presentation
- Interviews
- Enquiries/Excursions/Field work
- Practical Work

I-Discussion/Debate
Discussion method or debates are aimed at encouraging an active and balanced participation of learner (Students) in class. During discussions,
all the students or small groups share their thoughts on a topic or given subject. Meanwhile, debates take place between two groups of
students defending contrary views on a given topic.
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HOW TO CARRY OUT DISCUSSION IN CLASS
Objectives
-Find out what learners know
about a topic

-Develop discussion skills
such as humility tolerance,
patience, giving an opinion.

Preliminary Steps
-Set the following rules from the start• Listen carefully to others and wait until
they have finished before you talk.
• Feel free to disagree with others’ views
but
Show- them respect and their views.
2)Manage well the debate by putting on the
board
-The debate topic
-The objective of the debate
-The desired results or outcome.

Leading the discussion/debate
-Allowing time for students to reflect on the topic/subject and if
necessary let them pen down their thoughts.
-Acknowledge the contribution of each student. It is helpful to
write the key points on the chalk board to permit subsequent
summary and analysis’
-Encourage students to participate in the discussion by inviting
them to add further views or in asking them if they
agreed/disagreed with the points of the others
-Encourage the students to talk to each other rather than
directing all comments to the teacher.

DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES
Difficulties
Inaccurate information given by the
learner
When the students are reticent or
reluctant to speak
When discussion becomes disorderly
When the talking is monopolized by a
few students of a group
When discussions turn off to sensitive
political issues, religious
convictions/practice or cultural beliefs
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-

Remediation
Consider if the mistake/error is significant. If yes, ask the other students to give their
opinion/intervene in a manner that will not discourage the original speaker.
Decide when to correct the misunderstanding yourself
Remind them the objective is to explore ideas and points of view not to find the correct answer.

-

Remind the students of the two rules set at the beginning or start of the discussion
Incite the other students to participate through questions
Ask those that have remained silent to read what they have written down

-

If the discussion is relevant to the syllabus, give more time in class for further exploration of the
topic. Encourage the students to carry out research independently.
If not pertinent, the question or issue might be discussed out of the class to help the student
concerned. Suggest that the student carries out individual research on the topic.

-

-
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II- BRAINSTORMING
Brainstorming is a technique that encourages thinking by creating an atmosphere of suspended judgement. The students are given the
opportunity to give as many ideas as possible in a given period of time.
HOW TO CARRY OUT BRAINSTORMING IN CLASS
Steps to take
How to guide the discussion

Objectives
- Compile the original

- Inform the students that you want to collect as many
ideas as possible from them.

ideas to feed the
discussion or respond to

-

necessary.

- Give the following instructions
•

a question
- Encourage spontaneity

Be spontaneous (avoid evaluating them with

-

Take down, all contributions

-

If the exercise seems to lag, restate the question to
stimulate new responses

others)
•

-

Be receptive to the comment of others.

At the end of the brainstorming exercise summarise
the information and give a general response/answer

Don’t contradict or mock others
•

Clearly formulate a question and repeat it if

Add new ideas to those given by others

DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES
Difficulties
-

The Students answers are
unrelated to the topic
The students lack knowledge of
the topic and therefore reluctant
to share ideas
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Remediation
-

Redefine the topic more clearly before resuming

-

Provide same guiding responses to stimulate reflection and participation.
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III- ROLE PLAYING
Objectives
Permit the students to have
multiple points of view of in a
given situation

-

-

-

-

HOW TO CARRY OUT ROLE PLAYING IN CLASS
Preliminary steps
How to lead the class
Explain the situation in order that each For the role play to be effective follow the
student participant will understand
following 4 steps;
what each role requires or entails
1) Preparation-present the story (topic,
Give the context: place, time
situation, what decision are those
circumstances and some other
concerned going to take)
background information, in order to
2) Rehearse-with the teacher as the stage
help them place themselves in the
director or facilitator;
situation
3) Perform: - give the audience an
Ask questions to help the students
assignment: to concentrate on the story
define each role
or setting rather than the actors.
What does this want and why? What
4) Conclusion: Discussion and feedback. –
goal does he/she wish to
encourage the students to comment on
obtain/achieve?
the issues raised.
Leave some time for the preparation,
- Teacher, can conclude with remarks that
the role play proper and the discussion.
bring the students back to the objective
of the exercise.
DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES

Difficulties
-

The seriousness of issues treated are made obscure
by the entertaining nature of role playing
Class becomes noisy

-
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Remediation
-

Teacher may need to remind the students of the main
topic/subject of the activity.
Control the laughter and maintain discipline.
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IV-

INTERVIEWING
This is the act of inviting someone to talk about his or her experiences by answering questions from students on a given topic.

Objectives

HOW TO CARRY OUT INTERVIEWS IN CLASS
Preliminary steps

- Contact a resource person and invite
to gather information from a
him/her to your school
first –person experience (report)
to develop interviewing skills
- Prepare a questionnaire with the
student (learners) and if necessary
give it in advance to the resource
person.
- Select students who will conduct the
interview
- Select one of the members of the
group who will usher and present
the visitor.
- Select another member of the group
to thank the visitor at the end of the
interview.

-

-

How to lead the group
Welcome and present the visitor.
Set the context and the amount of time
for the interview
Outline the procedure the interview will
follow.
Have the students ask the questions they
have prepared;
Moderate the interview exchange when
necessary
Let one of the students chosen, thank the
visitor at the end of the interview

DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES
Difficulty
The visitor talks for long and out of the subject
(topic)
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Remediation
-

Refocus the conversation and suggest that the visitor answers
questions asked by the students.
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V-

SMALL GROUPS

Working in small groups helps students to share ideas and to develop skills such as listening, humility; sharing/team spirit etc. The teacher can
maintain the same group in carrying out a number of activities or vary the composition from one activity to another.

HOW TO CARRY OUT SMALL GROUPS IN CLASS
-

-

-

-

Objectives
Have every student
participate in the
discussion and search
for solutions
Develop initiative and
cooperation skills
(common research of
solutions to problems)
Share and expand ideas
Experience teamwork
Assume leadership and
responsibilities

Preliminary steps
Leading the group
- Successful, small group work depends on three factors. - State clearly the task and the results expected.
- Fix a time limit for the task to be accomplished
1) Clear instructions on the task to be accomplished
- Ask the members of the group to assign
2) Time available
responsibilities: moderator, time-keeper,
3) Imaginative and effective presentations to the large group
reporter
- Form small groups of students following different criteria: by
- Explain the task of the moderator and the
the goals to attain, by the experiences they bring to the
reporter and help the students to fulfil their role
particular activity, by gender, by whether they sit next to each
other, by ability etc.
- Determine how the group will report the work
- Tell the students first of all to write down their ideas before
of the small-groups oral presentation, role play
sharing them with the group. That will help them to
etc.
formulate their own ideas before listening to those of others - Circulate within the groups; ask questions and
(co-construction).
follow-up the evolution of the work in groups.
DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES
Difficulties
Remediation
Student may not concentrate on the task or understand
- Identify the cause of the disturbance and restate the objective or ask the
the instructions
student to do that and write it on the chalk board.
The members of the group are not able to reconcile their
- Work with the group to come to a consensus.
- Remind them of the objectives of small group work and the importance of the
differences
Some members may want to dominate the groups.
contributions of each member in accomplishing the task.
Cases where all the groups are working on the same topic - Ask only one group to present the work, then the other groups will complete
Non participation of some members
with what had not been said;
- Redistribute the tasks or responsibilities to those not participating, proceed to
co-construction.
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VI-ANLAYSING DOCUMENTS
Documents are at the centre of instruction in social sciences.
a) TYPES OF DOCUMENTS
These are grouped in three (03) main categories: written documents, picture/photographs and other documents.
Written documents
Icons (images)
Other documents
- Newspaper articles “headlines, tracts”.
- Adverts (art, propaganda,
- Maps (topographical, geological,
- Speeches and declarations.
cinema)
climatic, thematic )
- Letters
- Postcards
- Diagrams, sketches
- Official texts (laws, decrees treaties)
- Photographs
- Table of statistics
- Literature (novels, memoires, biography
- Paintings, drawings, cartoons
- Graphs (pie-chart, histogram
,autobiography, historical essays,
etc.
pyramids, bar charts
political essays etc.
- Audio-visual
- Observations in the field.

Objectives

HOW TO CARRY OUT AN ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENTS IN CLASS
Preliminary steps

- Equip yourself with knowledge
- Develop competences (skills), in students
• The ability to observe, situate, locate, identify,
spot, name, link, compare
• The ability to extract information from a
document, classify, distribute, describe, regroup,
differentiate, characterize, device etc.
• The ability to explain, comment, interpret, give
your point of view, separate information by
bringing out importance, summarize, generalize,
bring out the consequences
• Draw conclusions etc.
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- Familiarise the students (learner) identify
essential elements at the start, in the form of
questions as follows:
- What is it all about? (main idea)
- Whom (author/source)
When (context, surrounding, circumstances,
date of publication, edition
- For who (user)
- The title, scale, key, name
- Classify the document

Leading the group

- If the lesson is introduced with the
study of a document(s), after having
acquired the document, ask the
students to answer the following
questions:
- For who?
- What is it about
- What for?
- When?
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Objectives

HOW TO CARRY OUT AN ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENTS IN CLASS (Continued)
Preliminary steps

• The ability to establish the link between many
documents, detect, regroup, classify in a
logical manner similar information, select and
organize the main points in relation to the
topic studied, explain, appreciate and
complete the information

-

-

Leading the group

Let the students read or observe the document Then, use questions relative to the topic
in order to get to know the content and have of the lesson
enough time to discuss it.
- With a blank document in front of the
Present the photographs by explaining their
students let them react describe the
purpose and the context.
scene or even complete it. From a case
Prepare the students for a video-presentation
study, an opportunity is given to
with an introduction and questions, the answers
students to work through debates,
of which they should be looking for as they
discussion, writing and group work.
watch the video.

VII. INQUIRIES
To inquire: Search for testimonies/ analysis of information on a given topic/ process of resolution of problems from experiences. There
are two categories of inquiries-directed and free inquiries
HOW TO CARRY INQUIRIES IN CLASS
Objectives
Preliminary steps
Leading the group
- Encourage the students to identify
the
event/phenomenon
and
assemble the information by using
external sources in class (idea,
books, experiences related to the
family and members of the
community as well as folktales.

-

Communicate/state the topic
Define the objectives of the inquiry
Have the questionnaire elaborated
Determine/choose the resource person or the
public targeted and place
Choose the student responsible for the
inquiry.
Discuss with the students on the stages and
the right attitude to display.

- Present yourself in front of the resource person
- Invite the students to ask prepared questions to
conduct the inquiry.
- Moderate the interview if necessary
- Thank the resource person at the end of the session
- Sort out and analyse the result
- Restore in the form of presentation and/ or an
album
- Exploit the information

Finally classroom practice calls of a combination of methods/techniques. It is important to lead the student to write down pertinent points
while the different methods are being used.
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